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A formula about the rank of group of cyclotomic units in abelian fields is 
established. From that formula, a series of equivalent conditions for independence 
of the system of cyclotomic units in abelian fields is stated and proved. For the 
particular case of cyclotomic fields, further properties of the rank are researched. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let m > 5 be a natural number. &,, = e2nilm. If m =p’ and p is an odd 
prime, it is well known since Kummer that 
is an independent system of cyclotomic units, where g is a primitive root 
mod p’. If m is a composite number, we know that 
(h,m)=l, 2<h-c;, (1) 
are units in cyclotomic field Q(&,J. There are many mathematicians who are 
interested in the multiplicative relations of these units (e.g., [ 1, 41). 
Particularly, is the system of cyclotomic units (1) independent? 
Ramachandra [4] gave examples of m for which system (1) is not 
independent. Pei and Feng [3] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for 
independence of system (1) and, after that, we found all m such that system 
(1) is independent system in the field 0(&J (see Sction 3, Theorem 4 of this 
paper). As a matter of fact, Hasse [2] has already studied this problem for 
general abelian fields. 
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Let K/Q be a finite abelian extension. According to the Kronecker-Weber 
Theorem, K is a subfield of some cyclotomic field O!(&,J. The least natural 
number m satisfying this property is called the conductor of the abelian field 
K and expressed by cond(K). 
Galois group G(Q(I;,)/K) is a subgroup of G(Q(&,)/Q) which can be 
considered as Zz (reduced class group mod m). So G(Q(&,J/K can be 
considered as a subgroup H of Zz and Galois group G = G(K/Q) as the 
quotient group Z,*/H. 
It is easy to see that 1 Z,*/(*H)] = r + 1 where r is the rank of unite group 
of K. Let h, = 1, h, ,..., h, be a completely representative system of 
Zz(mod fH) and consider the set of cyclotomic units of K 
Hasse proved 
THEOREM (Hasse [2, p. 191). Suppose that K/Q is an abelian extension 
of degree n. For any rational prime p we have the decomposition into prime 
ideal in K 
p = (9, . . * .Q’p, epfp g, = n. 
Then B is an independent system of units in K if and only if g, = 1 for any 
rational prime divisor p of cond(K). 
In this paper I will give a formula about the rank of group of cyclotomic 
units for arbitrary abelian field (Section 2). Particularly for cyclotomic fields 
I will study further properties of this rank. Since 8 is independent for the 
case cond(K) =pl, from now on we assume that m is a composite number. 
2. A FORMULA OF RANK OF GROUP OF CYCLOTOMIC UNITS 
As above, let K/Q be an abelian extension of degree n. Cond(K) = m is a 
composite number (so m f 2 (mod 4)). G = G(K/Q) z 72,*/H. Let Kf be the 
maximal real subfield of K. Then G(K+/Q) E Zf/(kH). 
Using terminology in the theory of class fields, a character of field K+ 
means a character of its Galois group G+ = G(K+/Q) z Z,*/(fH). Such 
character corresponds obviously an even character mod m which acts 
trivially on H. Suppose that x is arbitrary non-trivial character of K +. Let 
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smw = -Y 
ix&d rn) 
X(X)(-l% I 1 - Cl) 
= r 
x.Z&zd *If) 
x(x> 2 (-1% I 1 - Gl) 
xcff 
= -7 X(X)(--l% l~atr,,,x.(l - r”,>i> 
xeH;(mod fH) 
= v 
.re I,&id f HI 
x(x)(-log I E, I)* 
According to Hasse [2j we have 
(1) SAX) = n (1 -X(P)) * &(,cu)~ 
Plm 
(2) 
wherefk) is the conductor of x and 
S,,,k) = z x(x)(-log I 1 - r;,t>. ix(modfCx)) 
(II) (formula of class number of real abelian fields) 
h+R+ = II s,,,,w. x+1 
The sum is taken for all non-trivial characters x of K+ and R + is the 
regulator of K+. Particularly, we have 
%xAx) f 0 (3) 
for any non-trivial character x of K+. 
A completely representative system of Zz (mod *H), h, = 1, h, ,..., h, are 
considered as all elements of group G(K+/Q). In this way we look at the 
Frobenius group matrix 
lW= (-log lEhih;ll)O<i,j(r' 
It is easy to see that the maximal number of multiplicatively independent 
units in B equals to the maximal number of independent columns in M, i.e., 
rank(E,) = rank(M), (4) 
where E, =E,(k) denotes the group of cyclotomic units of K generalized by 
8. Let x0 = 1, x, ,..., x, be all characters of K'. Using the orthogonal 
relations between these characters 
2 fkChj) Xihj) = Cr + l> sk,* 
j=O 
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have inverse matrix 
Thus, 
P-‘MP = D = (d,), 
where 
d, = -!.- “ XiCh,)(-log I”h$i’ I) XjCh,) rf 1 kXO 
1 zz- ‘l Xithk) 
r + 1 kTo 
” (-log lEhkh;’ I> XjCh, Ihk)Xjlhk) 
1% 
= & ;‘ (-log lEh,l) XjChf) ” 
To 
k~o XiChk) XjChk) 
= 6ij 2 (-log IEh,l)Xj(hf)* 
f-0 
Therefore, P-‘MP = diag{ do, d, ,..., d,}, where 
di = + X&)(-log (E,J = 
EO 
x Xi(x)(-log I&x I> = smoli)* 
xcZ&,(mod iH) 
From that and formulas (2), (3) and (4) we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. 
rank(E,)=#{i( l<i<r,d,#O}=# iI l<i<r, 11 (l--i(~))fO . 
Plm I 
Particularly, we get several necessary and sufficient conditions for 
independence of 8 as following 
LEMMA 2. For a finite abelian field K following statements are 
equivalent to each other. 
(1) the system B of cyclotomic units of K is independent; 
(2) C:=o x(4)(--log Ikt,l) z 0 f or any non-trivial even character x of 
K: 
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(3) X(P) f 1 f or any non-trivial even character x of K and an-y prime 
divisor p of m = cond(K). 
NOW we deduce a more explicit formula for rank@?,) from which we can 
get another equivalent condition for independence of 8’. Let 
m =pH’ . ..pF’. 
Then we have the natural isomorphism 
Zz E JJ Z$i, a (mod m) H (a (modpyl),..., a (modpp’)). 
i=l 
For any set of subscripts I = {il,...,jA}, 1 < i, < i, < ... < iA < Z, consider the 
projective mapping 
where 
bi= 1 for i = i, ,..., iA 
= ai otherwise. 
At last, let 
THEOREM 1. Let (~Hi,....,i*,pi,r..,,pi~) denote the subgroup of 
“&p. . .p. 2 generated by fHi,,...,i,,pi,,...,pi~ and 
Then 
rank(E,(K)) = (r + 1) + $ (-l)k K n,=(r+ I)- 6 n, 
k=l 1=1r..r, /El 
III :k 
+ c nij-*** +(-l)‘n,,..., 
l<i<j</ 
I-1 
= r- 1 (-l)k \‘ (n, - 1). 
kc1 IclT..,/l 
IIl=k 
ProoJ: As we said before, a character x of Kt is of its Galois group 
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L,*/(H) or a character mod m which acts trivially on (*H). According to 
Lemma 1. 
ranWoW)) =#b’ I 1 < i < r, n (1 -x)(p)> # 0) 
PlM 
=#{ii 1 <i<r,Xi(pj)# 1 (1 a< 01. (5) 
Let x be arbitrary character of ICY+. For 1 < i, ( i, < .-. < i, < I we define 
Mi,,...,iA = {X JX is a character of Kf, X(pi,) =X(pi,) = *a* =X(P~,,) = I}. 
If X E Mil.....i*y then pi,~~cu) (1 fj < A). Thus, x can be considered as a 
character mod m/pril . . . py: and acts trivially on subgroup 
(*Hi,,...,i~,Pi,,..., pi,). According to the dual theorem we have 
I”i ,..., iAl= [‘Z,p~l...p~ : CfHi ,,.., i.~,Pi,,***~Pi >I =nil . . . . . i.1’ (61 
Using formulas (5) and (6), the definition of set Mi,,.,,,iA and the 
inclusion+zxclusion principle we get the formula of rank(E,(K)) in the 
theorem. 
Remark. Since the rank of unit group E of K is I, Theorem 1 can be 
restated as 
I-1 
corank(E,(K))= y (-l)k-’ 1 
kyl 
h - 1). (7) 
Ic(l...../l 
IIl=k 
COROLLARY. Suppose that K is an abelian field, cond(K) = m =pT1pF2 
(a,, a2 > 1). Then 
corank(E,(K)) = g(p, , Kt /a> + g(p,, K+/Q) - 2, 
where g(p, K+/Q) denotes the number of Kf prime divisors of p. 
Proof. From the formula of corank (5) we know that 
corank(E,(K)) = n, + n, - 2. 
Thus it is enough to prove that g(pi, K+/Q) = n, (i = 1,2). For doing that 
let K, denote the maximal unramitied subfield of K+ for p,. Then 
G(KJQ> 2 Z&,(+H,j and 
g(P, 9 K + /a> = g(P,, K, /Q> = 
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where (K,/C!!/p,) is the Frobenius automorphism of extension K, /Q at p, . 
But the right-hand side equals 
[G+&~fHd : (PI)1 = [q$: (+H,,P,)l= n1 
i.e., g(p,, K+/Q) = ‘2,. With the same reason we have g(p,, K+/Q) = n2. 
From Theorem 1 we can get new equivalent conditions for independence 
of B as following condition (5) and (6). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that K be an abelian field and 
cond(K) = m =p:’ .-. pp’. Then the following statements are equivalent to 
each other. 
(1) The system B of cyclotomic units of K is independent; 
(4) z,$qt = (*Hi, Pi) (1 < i < 0; 
(5) (Hasse) g(p, K+/Q) = 1 for any prime divisor p of m. 
Proof. (1) o (4). We know that condition (1) is equivalent to 
condition (3) in Lemma 2 which can be restated as following 
C3’) Xi(Pj> f l (l,<i<r, l<j<Z), 
where x0 = 1, x ,,..., xr are characters of K+ . But by the dual theorem we 
have 
#{xi 1 1 < i < r, Xi(Pj) = 1 I = [H,*,pyj: (fHj,Pj>I - 1 (1 <j< 0. 
Thus, 
(3’)* [Z,*/py~: (*Hj,Pj>] = 1 (1 <.i<h 
i.e., (1) and (4) are equivalent. 
(4) o (5). Let Ki denote the maximal unramified subfield of Kt for 
pi. Then G(K,/Q) 2 Z,*,ppi /(kH,). Using the same argument as in the proof 
of the corollary of Theorem 1, we have 
g( Pi 3 K+IQ) = d Pi, Ki/Q) = [ G(K /a>* ( i - (?))I = LZm*/p;‘i/C*Hj): (Pi>1 
= [hz,ppi: (*Hi,Pi)] (1 <i<l). 
Therefore conditions (4) and (5) are equivalent. So we proved Hasse’s 
theorem in the Introduction with a little different way from Hasse’s original 
proof. 
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3. THE CASE OF CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
Now we restrict things into the case of cyclotomic fields and give some 
further discussion. In this case Theorems 1 and 2 can be restated as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let m=pp’...pp’ (I>2), a,>1 (l<i<l), m&2 
(mod 4) and 
F’= EhE 
1 
s (h,m)=l. 2<him/2/. 
m 
If E,(m) denotes the group of cyclotomic units of Q(&,) generated by 8. 
Then 
v(m) (1) rank(E,(m)) =2 + $ (-l)k \‘ n, 
k=l Icll...../l 
ill =k 
= (@f- I) + g, (-I)/’ ,-,z,, ,, (n,- 11, 
IIl’=k’ 
where 
for I = (i, ,..., iA), l<i, Ci,<.SS Ci.,<l. 
(2) (Pei and Feng [3]). The system B of cyclomatic uits ofjield a(&,,) 
is independent if and only if 
L” m/gpi= C-l- Pi> (1 <i<l). (8) 
Using the condition (8), Pei and Feng [ 31 determined all the values of m 
for which the system ~5 is independent in the field O(C,). I restate this result 
here for completeness. At first, if (1) m =py’ . .a p?: 12 4, or (2) 
m = 2”Op;‘l . . . ppi, a, > 3, 12 2, then formula (8) cannot be satisfied for i = I 
because in these cases Z* ,,,,,,*, can be decomposed into direct product of at 
least three non-trivial cycl:c subgroups so cannot be generated by two 
elements -1 and p,. In general case, for pkn we define n a semi-primitive 
root modp* if the order of n (modp”) is frp(p”). Then our result is the 
following. 
THEOREM 4 (Pei and Feng [3)). For composite number m, the system P 
of cyclotomic units of field Q(C,,,) is independent if and only if one of the 
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following conditions is satisJied (here a,, > 3; aI, az, a, > 1; p, ,p2 ,pj are 
odd primes): 
(1) m = 4~71; and 
(I, 1) 2 is a primitive root mod pp’; or 
(I, 2) 2 is a semi-primitive root modp:l andp, = 3 (mod 4). 
(II) m = 2”Oppl; the order of p, (mod 2”O) is 2=Oe2, p, 2ao-3 & -1 
(mod 2”“), and 
(II, 1) 2 is a primitive root modp:‘; or 
(II, 2) 2 is a semi-primitive root modp:’ andp, = 3 (mod 4). 
(III) m =pp’pT’; and 
(III, 1) when p, -p2 E 3 (mod 4): p1 is a primitive root modpf’ 
and pz is a semi-primitive root mod p;*l or vice versa. 
(III, 2) otherwise: p1 and p2 are primitive root modp;* and 
mod pp’ , respectively. 
(IV) m = 4~7’~;“; (p, - l,p, - 1) = 2, and 
(IV, 1) when p1 zp2 s 3 (mod 4): 2 is a primitive root for one p 
and a semi-primitive root for another p; p1 is a primitive root mod 2py2 and 
p2 is a semi-primitive root mod 2ppl or vice versa. 
(IV, 2) when p, = 1, p2 s 3 (mod 4): 2 is a primitive root modp;? 
p, and p, are primitive root modpf2 and mod ppl, respectively. 
(IV, 3) when p, s 3, p2 z 1 (mod 4): a condition similar to (IV, 2) 
but exchange the place of p1 and p2. 
(V) m =pp’pf*p;‘; p, =p2 zp3 5 3 (mod 4); (pi - I)/2 (1 ,< i ,< 3) 
are coprime to each other; and 
(V, 1) p,,p2,p3 are primitive root modpF2, modp:‘, modp:‘, 
respectively, and semi-primitive root mod p p’, mod py 1, mod pyz, respectively; 
or 
(V,2) p,,p2,p3 are primitive root modp:‘, modpyl, modp??, 
respectively and semi-primitive root mod pT2, mod p:‘, mod p:‘, respectively. 
At the end of this paper, we give two theorems which concern the relation 
of corank (E,) between different cyclotomic fields. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose m and k are compositie numbers and have the 
same prime divisors. If k / m, corank(E,(Q(&,J)) > corank(E,(Q(LJ)). 
ProoJ: From assumptions of the theorem we can write down 
m =pa’ . . . ppl, k=pf’ . ..pfl. g( Pi> < Pi G ai (1 <iGO, 
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where g(p) = 1 if p > 3 and g(p) = 2 if p = 2. Let a(m) = o(c,), 
E,(Q(&,J) = E,(m) briefly. For (&pi) = 1 we have 
pp'-Bi- 1 
Nl(ppi),Q(pfi)(l - c&ix) = "I--I (1 - 4 
-J; + ‘Peiyy) = (1 - <,&ixPPi-bi) 
I=0 
Since (,ui,pi) = 1 (1 < i < 1), (D, k) = 1 and 
(2<h <k/2, (h,k)= 1) (9) 
are cyclotomic units of Q(k). The unit group generated by system (9) has the 
same corank as the group E,(k). For any u independent multiplicative 
relations between cyclotomic units (9) 
we get 
a,E h 
1 (10) 
It is easy to see that when (h, a) f (h’, u’), 2 <A, h’ < k/2, 
(h, k) = (h’, k) = 1, u, u’ E G(Q(m)/Q(k)), we have 11 - u(Ch,)l # 
) 1 - a’({;)]. Th us, formula (10) can be considered as u multiplicative 
relations between cyclotomic units in Q(m) and they are independent. Thus, 
we proved that corank(E,(m)) > corank(E,(k)). 
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For 1 different primes p, ,p2 ,..., p, we let 
where g(p,) = 1 for pi > 3 and g(pi) = 2 for pi = 2. From Theorem 5 we 
know that when M 3 K, 44, K E Q(S) then corank(E,(M)) > corank(E,(K)). 
On the other hand, when I= 2 we shall prove that for any fixed prime pair 
{p, ,pz}, the rank(E,) of all fields in Q(S) are bounded above. For doing 
that let OJn) denote the order of II (mod pa) where p%n. It is trivial that 
Opwtl(n) = Op&) or P . O,,(n). I-et 
f,(n) = minia I a 2 g(p), O,,+,(n) =P . O,,(n)}. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose m =py1pp2, ai >g(pi) (i= 1,2), f, =fP,(pz), 
f2 =.&(P~)~ m, = P? PP: 
(1) Let K = Q(&). Then for cyclotomicp,-adic extension of k 
K=KOcK1c...cK,c..., K, = K”(Cp;X 
we have corank(E,(Kf)) = corank(E,(Kfi + 1)) = ... . 
(2) rfm, 1 m, then corank(E,(Q(&,,))) = corank(E,(Q(&,J)). 
Proof: At first we claim that (n,p) = 1 and Op,+,(n) =p + O,,(n) for 
some a > g(p), then it is also right for a + 1. In fact, let 1 = O,,(n), then 
from this assumption 
nap = 1 + lpa+’ 
we know that n” = 1 + fp”, (1,~) = 1. Thus 
f 1 (modpat2), i.e., Op’L+z(n) =p . O,,+,(n). 
Now we are going to prove (1). Let 1= OP,f,(p2). From the above claim 
and the definition offi we get Op:,+,(pl) = 1 * pi. Thus 
P” Plfltt 
: (-1 p ), = cptPP+‘) dm 
9 2 l p’ =-j-- 
* 1 
if p1 >3 and 2 II 
= cp(P?+‘) _ to(P?‘> 
2JP2p: 21 
otherwise 
= [qf,: eLP2)l. 
According to the formula of corank(E,) we get 
corank(E,(K,)) = [ “2, +, : (-Lp,)] - 1 + [Z&2: (-Lp,)] - 1 
= [q$ (-Lp,)] - 1 + rq*: (-LP,)] - 1 
= corank(E,(K,)) (t = 1, 2,...) 
(2) can be obtained from (1) easily. 
641/14/3-4 
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Remark 1. Theorem 6(l) can be generalized a little more. Instead of 
a(&,,,) we can take any subfield K and get the same conclusion by slightly 
changing the proof. 
Remark 2. The values of m, =fid and corank((E,(Q([,J)) for all 
2 <p, , pz Q 19 are tabulated as follows. 
(P,.P*) (2,3) (2,5) (2,7) (2,ll) (2, 13) (2, 17) (2, 19) (3.5) 
- 
mo 24. 3 2= 5 24 7 2’. 11 2l 13 24. 17 2’. 19 3 5 
corank(E,(Q(&,,))) 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 
(P,>PZ) (3,7) (3.11) (3,13) (3,17) (3.19) (5,7) (5.11) (5.13) 
mo 3.7 3.112 3. 13 32 . 17 3* 19 52 7 5 11 5. 13 
coraW4,@K,,,,))) 
(PI-P21 (5,Ol7) (5,‘!9) (,.:I) (7,:3) (7.:7) (7.419) (llf13) (11217) 
ma 5.17 5.19 7.11 7.13 7.17 7”.19 11’13 11’17 
corank(E,(Q(&,,,))) 0 1 0 2 0 48 0 0 
(PI ,Pz) (lLl9) (13.17) (13,19) (17,19) 
% 11. 19 13 17 13. 19 17’ 19 
corank(E,(Q(&,,,))) 2 4 0 1 
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